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Some investment property owners think it’s enough to
respond to the maintenance needs of their tenants, and
not make any further investment in the property that
may increase its value. Every property needs ongoing
care, maintenance and upgrades, and the better
condition a property is kept in, the longer it will retain
its value for. Your regular tenancy inspection makes
sure everything is in order, but it’s also a great
opportunity to investigate in more detail the condition
of your property, with the goal of making
improvements – investing in your investment if you
like.

Beyond the basic checks that are routinely done, it’s
useful for your property manager to get specific when
asking the tenant if everything’s working ok. Asking
things such as how the gas heater has been running,
whether the air conditioning seems to be working ok, if
there are any issues with light switches or fixtures,
leaking taps, strange noises when the toilet is flushed
and so on are worthwhile. Often a small prompt can be
a reminder about something that has only recently
happened or worse – it’s been happening so long they
now think of it as normal! 

In addition to direct feedback, it can also be valuable to request photographs from your property manager of specific
things - the carpet in a high traffic area for example (does it need replacing?), the progress of some gardening work or
planting that was done some months before (is everything still alive?), or a more focussed look at wear and tear on walls
and surfaces (do they need repainting?). 

ARE TENANCY INSPECTIONS
THE TIME FOR AN UPGRADE?

FEATURE PROPERTY
 

36 Tollhouse Way, Windsor NSW 2756
Land Area - 716m2         Floor Area - 240m2

STUNNING HOUSE & BLOCK!!!

Whether your looking to upsize or relocate to the beautiful
Windsor area this wonderful 5 bedroom home ticks all the
boxes. Situated in the heart of Windsor on a huge 716m2
block, you will be a stones throw away to all amenities the
local area has to offer, including cafes, shops, hospital,
schools etc.

Features Include:                
- 5 Spacious Bedrooms
- 2 Huge Living Areas
- Modern Kitchen
- Stylish Bathroom
- Ducted Air Conditioning
- Open Plan Living

- Solar Electricity
- Large 716m2 Block Size
- Huge Back Yard
- Garden Shed
- Alfresco Area



The nation’s weakest rental conditions remain skewed towards
higher density markets, especially the cities of Melbourne and
Sydney. In Melbourne, the downwards shift in unit rents has
been more severe, with rents down -7.6% over the past 12
months. 

However, rental rates in Melbourne’s apartment sector look to
be stabilising, with CoreLogic’s measure of rents holding steady
over three of the past four months. The monthly trend in
Sydney apartment rents has recently turned positive, with unit
rents consistently rising over the past four months to be 2.8%
higher over the year to date. 

Finding vacancies more challenging outside capitals 

Rental conditions have been stronger outside of Melbourne and
Sydney, where demand is less dependent on overseas migration
and interstate migration trends have provided an additional lift.
Darwin and Perth have shown the most significant lift in rents.
Rental supply has also been less substantial outside of Sydney
and Melbourne due to historically lower levels of investment
activity and less construction aimed at the investor segment of
the market. 

Extremely low vacancy rates plague 80% of Queensland

A Real Estate Institute of Queensland (REIQ) report has found
that more than 70% of Queensland real estate agencies have
rental property vacancy rates lower than 1%, whereas 3% is
considered the norm. 

In Brisbane, vacancies have been lower than half a percent for
the past quarter, generating serious challenges for both tenants
and property managers.

‘Record-low interest rates, government support and stimulus
measures, and the pandemic-driven stampede we’ve witnessed
migrating beyond our southern borders have sent Brisbane’s
private rental market into uncharted territory, pushing vacancy
rates down to their lowest levels since October 2012,’ REIQ chief
executive Antonia Mercorella said. 

Ms Mercorella called for the First Home Owner Grant to be
made available to existing  homes in order to solve 
 

Queensland’s rental crisis. 

Berlin rent control study reveals ‘unintended
consequences’ 

Economists at Munich’s Ifo Institute have
conducted a study on the effects of using a rent
cap to address rental affordability. However, the
study revealed unintended consequences when
landlords subject to rent caps sold their
apartments, effectively freezing the supply of
vacancies. 

Economists have for years warned that any impact
on the supply of rental accommodation leads to
increasing rents. Clearly, when Berlin’s rental
market was split in two, landlords who could no
longer achieve a positive return bailed out, leaving
the same number of tenants to compete for a
smaller number of vacancies. 

Despite countless studies documenting the adverse
impacts of rent caps on the people they’re meant
to protect; Governments seem continually drawn to
experimenting with them as potential solutions to
affordability. Regulatory changes limiting the
rights of landlords in Australia make property
investment less appealing than other asset classes,
thereby contributing to ongoing issues of supply.
One thing is certain; the private sector in Australia
has a better record in the provision of housing
than the government, which is the only alternative

WEAKEST RENTAL
CONDITIONS SKEWED
TO CITIES


